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When the two looked over their heads, they were collectively dumbfounded for a while. 

Over their heads, a figure stood there gently. 

Although his body was full of scorch marks, even though his skin was completely burned, but no matter 

what, George Han was really still standing there. 

Don’t move, don’t shake. 

After Pei Gu was shocked, he smiled. 

After Ming Yu was shocked, he was still shocked. 

“You…how could you…how could it be…” 

She couldn’t understand how George Han could still be dead, and the most outrageous thing was that 

he was still f**** alive. 

This is simply impossible. 

More than 200,000 collective attacks, no matter how fierce George Han is, it is impossible to resist. 

But the facts seem to outweigh all the eloquence. 

George Han is really still alive. 

“Pei Gu, don’t worry, I, George Han, won’t let you do 

business at a loss.” George Han smiled lightly. 

A character of Pei Gu’s level should not be overjoyed anyway, but at this moment he forgot about 

expression management. 

Looking at everything, he just kept giggling and nodding. 

“Ming Yu, are you still playing?” George Han said, and swept towards the thousands of masters behind 

her: “You still have a little bit of money.” 

Ming Yu clenched his teeth: “I want to know, how did you do it? There .” 

“Guess what!” George Han laughed. 

Looking at George Han carefully, Ming Yu suddenly thought of something, and his brows suddenly 

wrinkled: “You mean… the glutton of evil?” 

Yes, the glutton of evil that was so overbearing just now suddenly disappeared, All Mingyu can think of, 

is the existence of the gluttonous glutton. 

“Everyone knows that gluttonous food is famous for its food and endless belly. You just waited for 



so much energy to come. Of course, I asked such an advantageous monster to help me eat a lot.” 

George Han smiled lightly. . 

“I’ve been injured a little bit, and the more than 200,000 attacks are really terrifying.” George Han said. 

Hearing George Han’s words, Ming Yu took a step back and her eyes shrank sharply: “George Han, you 

are ruthless.” When the 

words fell, she waved her hand and took her men to retreat in the other direction. . 

And as she retreated, the other three-sided siege troops also began to put down their weapons and 

retreated immediately. 

The fierce siege battle a second ago had turned into a peaceful situation in the blink of an eye. 

Many people in the Mysterious Man Alliance didn’t reflect, or even didn’t know, they had won in a daze. 

It wasn’t until the three-door commanding department on the north gate side took the lead in 

reflecting, waving the flag and shouting with joy, that other places 

gradually woke up. 

In less than a moment, the city is full of carnival. 

The Luocheng defeated the 400,000 coalition forces to attack the city with the power of one city. 

Pei Gu was also very relieved. Looking at George Han, he couldn’t help but smile: “The 200,000 attack is 

completely resolved. Earlier, the little girl Xiaoqi said that you were the dragon among people, and the 

old man didn’t believe it.” 

“Now, the old man is only sighing The old man is short-sighted and doesn’t really know what to say.” 

George Han smiled: “Patriarch Pei is polite, but Patriarch Pei also thinks highly of Han. How can I afford 

more than 200,000 attacks? 

” Gu smiled. 

George Han shook his head: “Although the gluttonous gluttonous eats all things, it doesn’t mean that it 

can even eat magic attacks.” 

Hearing this, Pei Gu frowned, as if he noticed George Han There are words in a thousand 

words. 

“What do you mean…” 

George Han smiled helplessly: “It’s just a trick to deceive Mingyu. If I don’t convince her that I don’t have 

a big problem now, do you think she will withdraw with peace of mind?” 

“Yours It means…” Pei Gu frowned. 

“I’m dying.” George Han smiled bitterly: “However, I will try my best to survive, because someone Han is 

unwilling to break his promise when he promised others. Since the agreement between you and me has 

been made, Han only wants to fulfill it. 



Pei Gu nodded, looking at George Han blankly . 

Listening to his words, I really don’t know if George Han is serious or not. 

“If Patriarch Pei has no other questions, can you come over?” George Han asked. 

Pei Gu nodded, and Wei Wei flew in front of George Han. 

Before he could speak, George Han smiled and said, “Can I help you next time?” 
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Three 

thousand, you say.” 

“Please find someone to carry me back.” 

Qian closed his eyes, tilted his head, and quickly fell towards the sky. 

Simply, Pei Gu’s reaction was indeed fast enough. While grabbing George Han, he pinched his pulse 

slightly in his hand, which turned out to be a momentary shock. 

“The meridians are completely broken, and the dantian is broken!” 

He suddenly widened his eyes. 

With such an injury, it can basically be declared that this person is completely dead. 

Even in a way, even if there were any miracles that could bring this man back to life, he had no future at 

all. 

Like a wretch! 

“How could the injury be so serious?” Pei Gu was shocked. 

But if you think about it carefully, you seem to understand it completely. 

Under such an attack, let alone being injured like this, the fact that George Han’s body can be kept intact 

is already an extraordinary achievement. 

So, it seems to be expected again. 

“Patriarch, how is it?” The entourage flew over and asked softly. 

Pei Gu did not hide it, and informed his followers about George Han’s situation. 

The entourage thought for a while: “What do you mean by the head of the house? Right now, we have 

become enemies with Ming Yu and the others, but the chips we have obtained are such and such, this…” 

“As you said, the choice has been made, that is, to give A piece of mud can only continue.” Pei Gu said. 

“What does the head of the family mean, do you still want to look for the future in George Han’s body?” 

the entourage asked. 



Pei Gu thought for a while, and finally nodded, “Yes.” 

“But he is so injured, even if he hires the best famous doctors and uses the best medicinal materials, he 

may not be able to save his life, and even if he is saved, Han Three thousand will eventually become a 

waste.” 

“What he can bring to us is probably only 

the prestige he left when he was famous.” 

“To be honest, it doesn’t make much sense.” 

Pei Gu nodded: “You I understand what I said. However, it’s not worth a try.” 

“Does the owner want the Five Elements Divine Stone on George Han?” 

“The Five Elements can both restrain and reproduce each other, so they can be used to kill people or 

save them. People.” Pei Gu said: “We don’t know the real strength of the power of the five elements, 

maybe, what miracles can it really create?” The 

follower heard the words, thought for a while, and nodded: “That’s the only way it can be. .We are now 

betting on George Han, and it is hard to recover. Although the possibility of George Han making a 

comeback is almost impossible, at least the dead horse will be used as a living horse doctor. 

” Abandon him, if there is something, we are really unhappy.” 

Pei Gu nodded: “That’s right. We 

all jumped into this pit, Suo** closed his eyes and went all the way to the dark.” 

“Instruct those who should go to the city, lead the way ahead, and let’s send George Han back to the 

house.” 

“Yes!” The 

entourage took the order and rushed towards Ma Nanfeng and others. After explaining the situation, 

the troops stopped cheering and moved away. one way. 

When Pei Gu helped George Han fly to the ground, the commander of Sanmen resisted the urge to 

check George Han’s safety, and led a group of people all the way to the falling city. 

After half an hour, all the horses that should have fallen into the city have already returned to the city. 

After Amelia Su heard that George Han was injured, she hurried back to the city lord’s mansion. 

Outside the city cheered, celebrating this hard-won victory, but in the backyard of the city lord’s 

mansion, it was dead and cloudy at this time. 

The fact that George Han was injured was almost equivalent to death. The skeleton members of the 

Mysterious Man Alliance knew it immediately, but 

in order not to affect the morale of the entire city. 

In this matter, “secret but not mourn”. 



Amelia Su came quickly, and when everyone saw him, they bowed their heads and saluted. 

“Where’s the three thousand?” 

“In the wing. By the way, Madam, this is Patriarch Pei Gupei!” Ningyue introduced. 

Amelia Su nodded to Pei Gu, and without saying a word, quickly entered the room. 

“Who is this?” Pei Gu asked Ningyue in a low voice. 

“This is the wife of my alliance leader.” Ningyue explained. 

“Madam? George Han already has a wife?” Pei Gu asked in shock. 

“What do you mean by Team Leader Pei?” Ningyue asked suspiciously. 

Pei Gu was stunned for a moment, then smiled: “Oh, I just asked casually, but I don’t have him.” 

Ningyue nodded and said nothing more. 

In the house at this time, Amelia Su, who rushed into the room anxiously, had already seen George Han 

lying quietly on the bed, she closed the door, and suddenly burst into tears… 
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“Three thousand.” 

Gently walked in front of George Han, looking at George Han’s face that was dark because of the war , 

and seeing him lying there motionless, Amelia Su was extremely sad. 

Although she didn’t know what happened at the north gate, everyone could see the super explosion at 

that time. 

Naturally, everyone knows very well how serious the consequences are. 

If it weren’t for the faint breath, Amelia Su would think that George Han was already dead. 

She gently grabbed George Han’s hand, and then slowly put it on her face: “George Han, promise me? 

You must persevere.” After the 

words were finished, Amelia Su got up and slowly He walked to the door, pushed open the door, and 

everyone outside the house was already waiting. 

“Sister Amelia Su, I have found the best doctor in the city.” Fulin said immediately 

. 

“Also, as long as there are experts in the Mysterious People Alliance, I will call them over.” Fu Mei also 

said. 

Ziqing stepped forward slightly: “Sister Amelia Su, I also want to help. Although I don’t know medical 

skills, but you also know that I…” 

Amelia Su glanced at everyone and looked at Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng. Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng nodded: 

“Three thousand meridians are completely cut off 



, all five internal organs are damaged, and the injury is extremely serious. There may not be a good 

solution for ordinary conventional treatment. Try whatever you can.” 

Bai Xiaosheng beckoned and motioned for the doctors, Zi Qing and others to enter the room for 

treatment. 

After a group of people entered, about half an hour, a group of doctors shook their heads and walked 

out. 

“Everyone, the injured are already extremely injured. We tried our best.” 

“Yeah, we have communicated about all kinds of medicinal materials and various methods. It’s really…” 

Hearing the words of a group of doctors, Amelia Su’s group People are obviously depressed, but such a 

result is actually expected. 

However, they are more of a superficial attempt, and Ziqing is the greatest hope. 

Her holy body, holy spirit, is the biggest variable and the biggest hope. 

Another half an hour passed, and when Zi Qing walked out with a pale face, everyone’s heart sank. 

She didn’t have the slightest excitement, and there was an indescribable melancholy on her face. 

“How is Ziqing?” Amelia Su asked reluctantly. 

Ziqing opened her eyes with difficulty and looked at Amelia Su: “Sister Amelia Su, I want to try my best 

to heal the injury in Brother George Han, but his meridians are completely severed, and after all the true 

energy enters his body, it is like a meat bun hitting a dog. I’m sorry.” 

Amelia Su staggered, Ziqing’s 

holy body should be the best possible effect, but at this time, even she had no way to do it, so that’s 

why It means that it seems that George Han is really helpless. 

“George Han is now like a dustpan full of holes. I want to use it to fill water, how much I can lift and 

leak.” Pei Gu shook his head and said softly. 

Zi Qing was a little unsteady, and Amelia Su hurriedly ordered someone to take her down to rest. 

“Patriarch Pei, do you have any ideas?” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng said. 

Pei Gu took a deep breath: “The bamboo basket was empty, and George Han was injured like this. In 

fact, I have no good solution. Although my Pei family has a big business, the water can’t stop George 

Han’s mouth. “ 

If he can absorb it, I don’t care about dispersing the family wealth, but the problem is that he can’t.” 

“My Pei family is rich in natural resources and treasures, so I can only stare blankly. When Pei said 

something from his heart, Pei was 

also very anxious.” 



With such a big investment in George Han’s body, Pei Gu, of course, also hoped George Han can be safe 

and sound, after all, the benefits he will get will be maximized. 

On the contrary, Pei Gu’s loss is also huge. 

But now, the doctors have also seen it, and some peculiar experts have also taken action, but there is 

still no way to do anything about George Han’s situation, which seems to have entered the most 

undesired situation. 

Seeing Pei Gu say this, Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng and Amelia Su’s group were suddenly very disappointed. 

The scene fell into a dead silence for a while. 

Of course, at this moment, a soft drink resounded throughout the audience. 

“You may not be able to do anything, but we still have.” As soon as 

the voice fell, everyone was shocked at the same time, and then quickly followed the sound. 

At this time, at the door of the backyard, a man and a woman are walking quickly… 
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“Pangolin!” 

“Xia Wei!” 

When they saw the two, everyone was surprised. 

Since the outbreak of the entire battle, the figures of the two have almost never appeared, so that most 

people in the Mysterious Man Alliance have basically ignored their existence. 

“Since the outbreak of the war, George Han has asked me to take Xia Wei to hide in the dark, trying to 

protect Xia Wei’s safety.” 

“This is because George Han promised Xia Wei’s sister to protect Xia Wei’s safety. , and secondly 

because George Han and I are very clear, judging from the current situation of George Han being 

affected by the seal, Xia Wei is the only driving force for George Han’s entire functioning.” 

“In other words, if George Han is now that The feng shui wheel, then Xia Wei is the flowing water that 

makes the feng shui wheel turn.” 

“ 

You don’t know much about the situation of 3,000, but Xia Wei can solve it.” The pangolin finished, 

looking at Xia Wei: “This time, the situation of 3,000 is far away. It’s more complicated than before, if 

you really want to save him, I think…” 

Xia Wei smiled lightly: “Maybe I will lose my own life, right?” 

Pangolin nodded: “Maybe you can also use your sister to say I can discuss it with Amelia Su for you.” 



Amelia Su heard that she wanted to discuss it with herself, and was about to talk, but Xia Wei gently 

shook her head: “This matter must be approved by Brother George Han, I don’t want to. Do things that 

don’t respect him.” 

“Then you should understand that if you don’t use this method, you have to force rescue, maybe you 

will die without any help to him.” 

Xia Wei Qing 

He smiled lightly: “It doesn’t matter, didn’t I already write a suicide note for you? If I have any mistakes, 

you will hand it over to my sister. I believe that my sister will not blame my brother George Han too 

much.” 

Pangolin is helpless He shook his head: “When you die, you are still protecting the face of 

3000.” Xia Wei said nothing, squeezed out a smile, then looked at Amelia Su again, and finally entered 

the room quickly. 

Amelia Su walked over a few steps and came to the pangolin: “What did you want to discuss with me 

just now? What are you talking about, I don’t understand. Can you talk to me?” The 

pangolin shook his head and sighed. Tone: “Actually it’s nothing, Xia Wei is the daughter of the Phoenix. 

As for the rest, I can’t say too much. I have a 

request. 

“ 

Give us some money.” 

“Money?” Amelia Su asked suspiciously. 

“Exactly.” The pangolin nodded: “At Xia Wei’s request.” 

“Even if I don’t save you, you are all three thousand friends, and I will not refuse.” 

“That’s fine.” The pangolin finished, and sighed again. A voice: “When we take the money, it may 

disappear for a while. If George Han asks, I hope you can find a way to persuade George Han to stop him 

from coming to us.” 

“Why?” 

“The reason is me . It’s inconvenient to say more, because Xia Wei already made me agree to her 

condition before coming, so… Xia Wei should have contacted her sister. I think she should have some 

way to save 3000, but 

I believe that the price is also Great. Can you promise me?” 

“But…but I’m worried about your safety.” Amelia Su said anxiously. 

“Don’t worry, I will stay by her side.” Pangolin said. 



Amelia Su nodded: “Well, since that’s the case, I promise that I will have someone prepare the money 

later. If you have any other requests, just let me know.” 

“Put the money in my room, I will After the work is done, I will come and pick it up.” Pangolin said. 

Amelia Su nodded, and after calling Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng, he went out of the backyard to prepare the 

money. 

About half an hour later, Amelia Su arranged everything properly, put a large amount of amethyst in his 

room, and returned with Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng. At this time, there was a sudden movement in George 

Han’s room… 
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“Where’s the pangolin?” 

Amelia Su looked around, but there was no pangolin. 

“Pangolins can travel through the ground, come and go freely, and they are still here just now.” Ningyue 

doubted. 

When the words fell, I suddenly heard a light sound from George Han’s door, and then it slowly opened, 

revealing a gap. 

Everyone looked at each other, and after that, they all followed behind Amelia Su and walked towards 

George Han’s house. 

In the house, only George Han was alone, and there was no trace of Xia Wei and pangolins. 

“Where are they?” Amelia Su asked, looking around. 

Everyone looked around the house and found no trace. 

“Amelia Su, George Hanhe…” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng was the first to walk to George Han’s side. Seeing 

that his face was wrong, he felt his pulse. 

This touch was shocking on the spot. 

Hearing Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng’s words, many people immediately shifted their focus 

to George Han. 

“Although there are still many broken points in the three thousand meridians, life should be worry-

free.” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng said in surprise. 

Hearing this, Amelia Su rushed over in a hurry, then grabbed George Han’s hand, and felt his pulse 

slightly, and was immediately overjoyed. 

George Han’s vital signs really tend to be stable, at least as Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng said, George Han has 

no worries about his life. 

Seeing this, Pei Gu and his entourage looked at each other, their eyes were full of shock and surprise. 



Needless to say, surprise, this shock was completely surprised by the so-called miracle they had 

expected before. 

Who could have imagined that the miracle in their mouths actually happened right in front of their eyes 

in such a short period of time. 

“It seems that the treasure I waited for didn’t bet in vain, or in other words, half of the bet was right. 

This George Han is different, and 

the people under him are also extraordinary, so he can miraculously survive. ” Pei Gu whispered to the 

follower. 

The entourage nodded slightly: “The Patriarch is absolutely right. Previously, you and I thought that 

George Han was still alive was the greatest miracle. Of course, the so-called greatest miracle happened 

not long after the incident, but we also Don’t be too happy. After all, even though George Han is alive at 

this time, there is still a big problem.” 

“The meridians are completely broken, Patriarch.” 

Hearing these words, Pei Gu, who was just a little happy, was obviously All of a sudden, my mood fell 

into the valley again. Yes, although people were rescued, but a person whose meridians were almost cut 

off, what kind of person is he? 

Just a piece of trash. 

Even though George Han has created countless brilliant scenes, even if he once stood at the pinnacle of 

force. 

But now what? What about later 

? ! 

“We can’t waste so much energy, let’s get a military division?” The entourage said softly. 

That’s right, if you take all the money to bet on a military adviser, isn’t his Pei family a laughing stock? 

“What about your opinion?” Pei Gu asked. 

The entourage shook his head: “Patriarch, please forgive your subordinates. If the price we pay is not 

big, George Han is like this, we can give up, because in fact, it has no value.” 

“But the problem . It’s because the price we paid is too huge, George Han has become a hot potato in 

our hands, I mean, otherwise, the Pei family wouldn’t have…” 

Hearing this, Pei Gu frowned: “Do you want me to take him into the Pei’s secret realm?” 

“My subordinates also know that the Pei’s secret realm is the forbidden area of the Pei’s family, and 

entering it means…, but… Since the value of George Han has been spent there 

, there is no turning back for us.” 

“The top priority is to do everything possible to keep him.” 



Hearing the words of the entourage, Pei Gu pondered for a while, and finally nodded slightly: “You said 

Yes , there is some truth.” 

“Patriarch, we defected to help George Han before the battle. Although it was a kindness, it was not 

strong enough. By saving George Han, we could strengthen our relationship with each other.” 

“At the time of the crisis, we I will never give up, and I have the grace to recreate George Han. In the 

future, I will use him, can he say no?” 

Pei Gu sighed, and then nodded his head: “Okay, just as you said, Since we are all-in, there is no way 

out.” 

After he finished speaking, he looked at George Han fiercely: “George Han, this time, do you have any 

surprises for Pei? You have a heavy burden on your shoulders, you can You must not fall down, Pei, this 

is putting all your money on you.” 

Chapter 4016 

“Everyone, quit immediately, George Han is now in a stable situation and needs to rest urgently.” 

Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng saw that Amelia Su had taken care of him George Han got up and told everyone at 

this time. 

When everyone heard the words, they retreated, and the entourage beside Pei Gu also got up and left. 

After everyone left, Pei Gu was still in the room. 

“Patriarch Pei, are you… something?” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng asked. 

Pei Gu nodded and looked at Amelia Su: “After George Han wakes up, I would like to invite George Han 

and Amelia Su to Pei’s house.” 

“As for the city defense that should be in the city, I can immediately dispatch the guards near Pei’s 

house. Come over and guard together, you don’t need to worry about safety issues.” 

Hearing Pei Gu’s words, Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng and Amelia Su glanced at each other. 

Obviously, although Pei Gu said that the city defense is worry-free, Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng is still worried 

about the personal safety of the two couples. 

“Oh, you two 

don’t have to worry. Pei invited George Han and Amelia Su for nothing. Pei is not talented, and after 

years of development, it can be considered a good management. The family is big, and the natural 

industry is also big. 

” There are some treasures from heaven and earth that can help George Han recover.” 

“Now, his meridians have been broken, just like a mortal. If he doesn’t pay the price to protect him, in 

the future… a generation of generals will fall.” 

“The Pei family . If you have any bad intentions towards George Han, you can take the opportunity to kill 

George Han when you attacked the city before, so why bother to deceive you to the Pei family?” 



Hearing these words, Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng knew Makes sense, but still worried. 

However, Amelia Su nodded: “Patriarch Pei personally invited George Han and Amelia Su, so how dare 

you refuse?” 

Pei Gu breathed a sigh of relief and said with a smile: “It is said that behind every man’s success, it is 

inevitable There is a smart woman who silently supports him, Han 

George Han is worthy of the god of war, and Amelia Su is also a beautiful and kind helper, which Pei 

admires.” 

“Miss Su is willing to believe that Pei will put her words here today, You and the three thousand are the 

supreme concierge of my Pei clan, not only will there be no danger, on the contrary, you can freely enter 

and leave any place, and you will enjoy the highest standards of courtesy of the Pei family.” 

“In addition, the most important thing is that this trip, I also specially prepared a mysterious gift for 

George Han. If George Han can open this gift, I believe that he can not only return to the peak, but even 

ascend into the sky.” 

“Okay, Pei doesn’t have much to say. After that, I won’t disturb the three of you for now.” As the 

words fell, Pei Gu saluted slightly, got up and walked out. 

After Pei Gu left and Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng made sure that there was no one outside the house, he 

closed the door again, and then quickly came to Amelia Su. 

“Do you really believe that Pei Gu? If you 

go to their side, if there is any trouble at that time, I’m afraid we will be in a desperate situation.” 

Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng said. 

“Are you afraid that he will bring the Son of Heaven to order the princes?” Amelia Su asked. 

“You can say the same thing, but it’s second.” Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng shook his head: “I’m really more 

worried that with George Han’s current situation, he has a lot of artifacts. In case…” 

“Pei Gu is indeed He has helped us, but who can guarantee that he doesn’t want to swallow George 

Han’s treasure for himself?” 

Amelia Su nodded, Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng’s words were not without reason: “But I still want to go.” 

“Actually, it’s not that I haven’t thought about what you said, but there is a long-term problem that 

cannot be ignored. Three thousand injuries are like this. Even if we refuse to lose Pei Gu once, can we 

refuse thousands of Pei Gu? “ 

I still need to be hard to strike iron. If George Han really can’t 

return to the way he was before, the magic weapons on him will not belong to him sooner or later.” 

“So, what I mean is, since this is the case, then If you have a chance, you might as well go for a fight, one 

pain is much better than thousands of pains, what do you think?” 



Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng nodded slightly when he heard the words, and got up: “Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng has 

been taught, I Go down here, prepare your luggage, and when the three thousand others wake up, you 

can leave immediately.” 

“Thank you for your hard work.” Amelia Su nodded. 

“By the way, over the pangolin…” 

“You don’t have to look for him, he has already greeted me in advance, and if you ask about him, you 

don’t need to answer first.” 

“Yes, then I’ll go down and prepare. It ‘s something.” When the 

words fell, Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng withdrew. 

At this time, under the hustle and bustle of the city, the pangolin carried Xia Wei into a ruined temple… 
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Glancing at Xia Wei, she lowered her head, her long hair covering her face, however, her hair should 

have been black and long, but at this moment, there were pieces of silver. 

Like the hair of a 60-year-old old woman, the luster is also extremely dim. 

“Hey, why are you doing this?” Pangolin asked worriedly. 

“Big brother pangolin, why is this?” Xia Wei chuckled. 

Although Xia Wei was really smiling in her words, her tone and weakness made her even more like spit 

Lance. 

A gust of breeze suddenly blew past, blowing Xia Wei’s long hair, and she could vaguely see her 

appearance through the scars of her raised hair. 

It’s just that the skin that was originally breakable is now wrinkled. 

In a glance, 

the face that should have been incomparably beautiful, but lost its immortal energy, only old age and 

endless weakness. 

If it was said that Xia Wei before was absolutely a beautiful and unparalleled temperament fairy, and 

she was beautiful, but at this moment, she is like a seven-year-old or eighty-year-old. Although her face 

and facial features are still correct, she has obviously lost Xu. Lots and lots. 

The sun was setting, but that was it. 

“With your appearance, to be honest, you could have been a fairy in the sky, but now…” Pangolin 

sighed: “You instilled all the blood of the phoenix in your body into George Han, and then used your own 

If you didn’t rely on your sister to use the seven-star lamp to help you survive, I’m afraid you would have 

already died.” 

“George Han can’t give you anything, is it worth it?” 



Even George Han’s good brother, but the pangolin had to feel distressed for Xia Wei’s efforts. 

She could have used the simplest 

method . Once she had s3x with George Han, she could improve, and George Han could be even more 

aggressive, but… but she had to use the cheapest way to carry out the so-called treatment. . 

For Xia Wei, this move is very dangerous, and the rate of return is extremely low. If you are not careful, 

you may even lose her own life without helping George Han. 

For George Han, even if he succeeds, he will at most get his life back. 

Things like serious injuries still exist, and waking up may still be a waste. 

“Brother Pangolin, when did you become so powerful?” Xia Wei laughed softly: “Should the relationship 

between friends be measured by value?” 

“It’s not that power is not powerful, but…” 

“Brother Pangolin, Then I’ll ask you.” Xia Wei smiled and said, “If it is possible for you to be able to save 

Brother George Han, what would you choose? I believe that you will also work hard, 

right?” 

“Of course I will work hard for George Han . , but that’s different. Three thousand is the person who 

saved my life and helped me a lot. He and I are brothers of life and death. Naturally, we can abandon 

everything for him, but you…” 

“That’s not right. Is it?” Xia Wei interrupted the pangolin again and smiled softly: “When we first met, if 

it wasn’t for the help of the three thousand brothers, I would have been tainted by the gangsters, and I 

might have died? Well, my sister also agrees with this concept.” 

“Otherwise, will she agree?” 

“What are you using to force your sister to do what you want, otherwise, your sister will not agree to 

you? Do this.” Pangolin said. 

Seeing what the pangolin said, there was indeed a flash of evasion in Xia Wei’s eyes: “In short, she 

promised me that it’s fine. Now, things have been done, don’t talk about those useless things. 

“ 

“But at least you have to let me tell George Han, tell Amelia Su what you paid for, why do you have to…” 

Pangolin was puzzled. 

“Tell Brother George Han to make him feel guilty for my whole life? Tell Sister Amelia Su to let her take 

the initiative to make way for me? Is this called liking someone? Philosophy, but in Xia Wei’s psychology, 

I like Brother George Han, he is happy, he is happy, then he is satisfied. Also, I’m like a walking corpse, 

with such a face, what face do I have to see Brother George Han?” 

“That’s it, look at him from a distance, maybe one day I will die.” Xia Wei smiled. 



When the words fell, Xia Wei suddenly took out an item from her bag: “Promise me, when I die, give it 

to Brother Three Thousand.” 

Then, Xia Wei handed the item into the hands of the pangolin, and the pangolin lowered his head. At a 

glance… 

Chapter 4018 

He couldn’t help but burst into tears. 

It was a doll, and it was not exquisite, but it was sewn stitch by stitch, and Xia Wei’s hand was full of 

needle eyes. 

Everyone knows that this silly girl is a doll sewn by herself. 

In the center of the doll, there is a black circle with red characters, the characters are Han, and the 

meaning is very obvious. 

“Don’t be like this, brother pangolin, there is a difference in life, it’s just that we are a little earlier. You 

must give this thing to brother George Han after I die. The most important thing is that there are still 

some secrets that I left to Brother George Han.” 

“There are my little secrets, and there are some little secrets of the Phoenix family.” 

Looking at Xia Wei who is still optimistic and persuading 

herself, the pangolin really doesn’t know what to do. After saying something, he accepted the doll, and 

he nodded: “We will not part. When you entered, I asked Amelia Su for a lot of money, and I will buy 

you a lot of supplements and medicinal materials.” 

“You’ll be fine. When you’re fine, I’ll take you back to find George Han and give you the whole thing.” 

Pangolin forced a smile. 

Xia Wei smiled and nodded: “Okay, it’s a deal.” 

As soon as she finished speaking, she suddenly frowned and fainted on the ground the next second. 

At this time, in the city lord’s mansion, with a loud shout, all the executives in the mansion immediately 

rushed to the backyard. 

“George Han, wake up.” 

A group of senior executives were in good spirits at the happy event 

, smiling and waiting in front of the door of the wing in the backyard. 

Inside the house, Amelia Su was very excited, holding George Han’s hand unwilling to relax for a 

moment, and tears kept falling down her cheeks. 

“Silly girl, why are you crying? Am I not dead?” Although George Han had woken up, he was extremely 

weak, and his lips were almost as white as paper. 

Amelia Su pursed her lips, shook her head, and cried, not necessarily sad, but happy. 



“Let them come in, they are all outside the house, like there are countless big flies.” George Han 

laughed. 

Amelia Su nodded and said slightly: “Three thousand let you in.” As soon as 

the words fell, the door was gently pushed open. Although it was crowded to death outside, all those 

who entered the house tried their best to be as light as 

possible and in an orderly manner. . 

Seeing the familiar faces appearing in front of him one by one, George Han was very happy even though 

he was weak. 

These are his relatives, and George Han is of course willing that they all return safely in the war. 

However, after looking around, George Han didn’t see the pangolin and Xia Wei, and couldn’t help but 

wonder, “Where are the pangolin and Xia Wei.” 

Hearing this, many people looked at me, I looked at you, but didn’t answer. . 

Amelia Su and Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng looked at each other, and Amelia Su said, “Xia Wei healed you of 

your injury, but your injury is too serious, and she worked so hard to save your life. Worry, I asked the 

pangolin to take her down to rest.” 

George Han’s 

IQ rashly lied to deceive him, but instead made him suspicious. 

George Han nodded as expected, without the slightest suspicion: “Send someone to give her more 

supplements, and ask for the best ones, you know?” 

Amelia Su nodded: “Don’t worry, I know what to do.” 

Han Three thousand one smiles, Amelia Su does things, of course he is relieved. 

“By the way, George Han, since you’ve woken up, how do you feel now?” Amelia Su asked, “I mean, can 

I take a car or something?” 

“What do you mean?” George Han asked. 

“The family of the Pei family asked us both to go to the Pei family to recuperate, and I agreed to her.” 

Amelia Su said. 

“When do we leave?” 

“Now.” 
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for 

a moment, nodded: “Okay.” 

He didn’t check his body, but before he passed out, he knew very well what his own body looked like. 



Therefore, according to Su Yingxia’s words, Han Sanqian believes that she has weighed everything and 

made the most beneficial choice for herself. 

He believed in Su Yingxia. 

When the words fell, Han Sanqian looked at Ningyue, Fumei, Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng and others: “You 

heard it too, I know many of you want to accompany me.” 

“However, please do your best, Don’t bother us when we live in a two-person world.” 

“Right now, although we have won, there are still many things to do to recover after the war, 

so it’s up to you all.” Seeing what Han Sanqian said, Ningyue stood first. Come out: “Don’t worry, we are 

not interested in being illiterate. You can leave it to us. 

“ 

“Okay, then prepare to go.” Han Sanqian said. 

Everyone retreated, while Su Yingxia stayed in the house to change Han Sanqian’s clothes. 

Ten minutes later, with the help of Su Yingxia and Ziqing, Han Sanqian slowly came to the front of the 

car that had been prepared in front of the hall. 

Pei Gu and others also led the remaining thousands of masters to wait in line. 

“I brought Ziqing with me.” Su Yingxia said softly: “We will go in a while, you and Patriarch Pei will take 

the front car, and I will take the second car with her, okay?” 

Han Sanqian smiled, it is really convenient for his wife to come here. many. 

Su Yingxia’s meaning is obvious, this is going to be a guest at the landlord’s house, and naturally, he 

must be familiar with the landlord. 

As for Ziqing, I want to bring a helper to deal with emergencies. 

“My wife told me, I’ll just do it, what can I do?” Han Sanqian laughed. 

Pei Gu also came up to meet him at this time, and bowed slightly: “Three thousand, please 

.” 

After he finished speaking, he made a gesture of support, but was rejected by Han Sanqian: “Although I 

am injured, I haven’t been injured yet. To this extent, I can get on by myself.” 

After speaking, Han Sanqian gritted his teeth, endured the severe pain, and boarded the carriage. 

Su Yingxia helplessly gave Pei Gu a wry smile: “He’s just like that.” When he finished 

speaking, with a slight salute, Su Yingxia walked towards the second car. 

Pei Gu smiled, looked at Han Sanqian’s back, shook his head, and followed him into the first car. 

When the two carts were all together, the lead car’s entourage shouted and set off, and the entire army 

slowly moved towards the outside of the falling city. 



Ningyue and the others stood at attention and sent them all the way out of the east gate of the city, 

only then did they stop. 

In the lead car, Pei Gu and Han Sanqian sat opposite each other. Pei Gu poured the tea and handed it to 

Han Sanqian: “It was really helpless to attack the city before.” 

“Actually, when Xiaoqi came back, he 

had already Tell me about the fall of the city, of course, it is really difficult for me to force those people 

to use force.” 

“I hope you are three thousand, don’t take it to heart, this cup of tea is the tea of apology for this old 

man.” 

When the words fell, Pei Gu raised his head and drank the whole cup of tea in one gulp to apologize. 

“Patriarch Pei helped Han at a critical moment. Han is very grateful, how can he blame him?” Han 

Sanqian smiled and finished his tea: “However, Han is worried that Patriarch Pei blames me.” 

“Three thousand You mean those grudges between you and the child?” Pei Gu chuckled softly. 

Han Sanqian nodded. 

“This old man has heard about this, but he doesn’t know the truth. Most of it is the dog and a group of 

elders who do my orders and take revenge in secret. Hey, in the end, this is because the old man has no 

way to teach him, and the old man himself I’m so ashamed, how dare I blame you Sanqian? I would ask 

you, Sanqian, to ignore the villain’s faults and include a 

lot .” 

“When the old man goes back, let the dog and the others apologize to you in person, and promise that 

in the future. You should discipline the dog well, and never allow this kind of thing to happen again.” 

In fact, Pei Gu knew all about the whole thing, but the situation has changed now, and naturally he 

needs to find some excuses to shirk, so as not to solidify the contradiction. 

Han Sanqian naturally knew that, so he just followed his words. 

“There’s no need to apologize.” Han Sanqian smiled: “Just pretend that nothing happened, okay?” 

Of course Pei Gu couldn’t ask for it, and nodded repeatedly: “It’s so good, so good.” 

” Yes. Now, Patriarch Pei, how long will it take us to arrive?” 

“We will reach the border of my Pei family in four hours. After that, there will be a special road in the 

territory, and we will be able to return to the main city at dawn tomorrow.” 

“Okay.” 

Han Sanqian nodded, Tianliang? 

Pei Hu, we are going to meet again! ! 
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Thinking of this, Han Sanqian smiled slightly: “I see.” 

“It’s not too early, or Sanqian, you can rest Rest.” 

“Okay.” Han Sanqian nodded and lay down slowly. 

It is to lie down, to recharge, otherwise, after dawn, I am afraid that I will not have a good spirit. 

At this time, it was time to land in a cave some ten miles outside the city. 

Although the external conditions are very simple, the cave is unique, with various luxurious decorations 

that make people mistakenly think that they have entered the cave of a fairy family. 

In the very center of the cave, the white silk was raised horizontally, and a woman was gently lying on it. 

“Princess.” 

A shadow walked in and bowed slightly. 

“Han Sanqian, are you leaving?” The woman laughed softly. 

“Yes, it is heading towards the Pei family’s forces.” Hei Ying said. 

“That’s good. 

” The woman smiled. 

“My subordinates are unknown. We chased Han Sanqian all the way from the desert. Why did you give 

up all your attacks after entering the land of the demons.” Sombra said. 

“My purpose is to drive the dog into the alley, so I don’t have to cause trouble for him, but also to create 

pressure on Su Yingxia. Since there is trouble, why bother?” 

“It’s okay to drive the dog into the alley, but if you want to drive the dog into the poor Lane, can the dog 

not resist? In this way, it will only be counterproductive. Besides, this is the area of the demons, so there 

is no need for us to act too much to cause reactions.” 

“This subordinate understands.” The shadow said, “Then we will continue to follow Han Sanqian?” 

“The other edge of the Pei family’s sphere of influence is the city of Burning Bones, the core city of the 

Demon Race, which is also Han Sanqian’s destination. , let’s go there and wait for him.” 

“I heard that Han Sanqian’s meridians have been completely cut off, like 

a cripple . Is it too early for us to set off now?” 

“Are you so unconfident in Han Sanqian?” She smiled. . 

“Although this guy Han Sanqian is really capable, after all, his current state…” 

“When he first entered the city, his cultivation base was sealed. What was the result? People, there will 

always be many accidents. And trouble, smart people will find a way to solve it, only stupid people will 

accept it. He Han Sanqian, is that kind of person?” 



“Princess, it is the subordinate who is abrupt, the subordinate will arrange it, and we will leave 

immediately. “The 

words fell, and the shadow got up and stepped back. 

As soon as the shadow left, the smiled lightly, looked at his slender fingers, and squeezed slightly: “Han 

Sanqian, you will never be able to escape from my palm.” 

… 

When the sun rises again, when The sun came, and another day came. 

Han Sanqian was 

awakened by the smell of tea, and when he opened his eyes, Pei Gu had already woken up, still sitting 

on the tea table, making tea and washing the cups. 

Seeing that Han Sanqian was awake, Pei Gu smiled slightly: “Are you awake?” 

Han Sanqian nodded. The severe injury made him very tired. Although he was driving all the way last 

night, he slept really deadly. not affected. 

The advantage is that Han Sanqian’s mental state has improved a lot after training overnight. 

“Patriarch Pei woke up so early?” 

“You come to my Pei’s house as a guest. As the host, how can I lose the way of hospitality. Although we 

haven’t arrived in the main city, I should also do my part. Get up early and get you some tea to quench 

your thirst.” 

When the words fell, Pei Gu brought the brewed tea to Han Sanqian. 

He took the tea and smelled it, but he didn’t feel refreshed: “Sure enough, it’s good tea.” 

“Three thousand, as long as you like it.” Pei Gu smiled: “This 

is the tea I carry with me, it’s great for me. Drink it by yourself, an extraordinary person, this old man 

won’t take it out.” After 

he finished speaking, Pei Gu got up slightly, lifted the curtain, and whispered something to his 

entourage. 

After that, he returned to his seat and smiled at Han Sanqian: “We’ll be there soon.” 

Raising the teacup, Pei Gu toasted Han Sanqian again. 

Han Sanqian replied. 

Immediately afterwards, the speed of the driving began to slow down, and there were bursts of noises 

outside the car, it seemed that some musical instruments were singing together. 

Although the speed of the car was slow, it did not stop, and it slowly walked towards the city along the 

way. 



As the most valued son of the Pei family, Pei Hu has already led a group of executives to stand in front of 

the gate of his mansion, looking forward to it. 

Soon, in the distance, Pei Gu’s convoy appeared in sight, and was slowly driving towards this side… 

 


